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Dance Department students’ lives
thrive through the art of movement
Alexa Bazua
Staff Writer
alexa.bazua@talonmarks.com

Cerritos College currently offers more than 20 types of dance
classes, from ballet to Middle
Eastern.
Dance major or not, students
are enrolled in up to three dance
classes at a time.
Liberal studies major Celida
Russell does just that. “I’m taking
dance appreciation, commercial
dance, and choreography,” Russel
said.
She also makes sure to notify
others about the classes. “If I have
a friend that says they’re going to
take classes at Cerritos, I’m like,
take a dance class, or audition for
the dance concert.”
According to dance major Areal Hughes, dance classes are so
popular that “All of them get pretty much filled.”
On top of that, the dance department gets a lot of support
from the school. “We also have
support from a lot of faculty,”
Hughes said. “[Cerritos College
President Linda] Lacy is really a
firm supporter in dance and the
foundation as well here. We have
a lot of support all over,” Hughes
continued.
Despite the fact that the dance
department gets heaps of support, Russell feels that sometimes
people stereotype dance and don’t

entirely appreciate the art form.
“People that aren’t dancers
think it’s people running around,
jumping, or whatever. They don’t
think it takes much effort but
there’s a lot that goes into a dance.
We have to work hard to make it
look easy”.
The dance students also take
part in intensive workout regimens during class.
Hughes elaborated. “Here we
have to do sit-ups, pushups, all
kinds of workouts and certain
kinds of yoga techniques. It really
is intense and I don’t think people
really understand that aspect of
dance. They think, ‘Oh you just
dance and you just go on stage’ it’s
just like that. There’s no possible
way.
“If you literally went through
each class and each rehearsal, you
would see what people have to go
through. We are sweating, there
are tears, and we get hurt and pop
right back up.”
Besides the physical reward,
the benefits of dance extend to
other aspects of life. “What you’re
taught in dance, you can bring
outside of dance and you can put
into your classes,” Hughes explained.
Every fall and spring semester, the dance department holds a
dance concert where the students
can show what they’ve worked
hard for.

‘Extremely Loud and Incredibly
Close’ brings audiences to tears
Movie Review
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Incredibly Close
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Rating: H H H
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“Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close” is the type of
film that leaves the viewer assessing the meaning of existence on several levels. It is,
hands down, the movie of the
year.
Sandra Bullock steps out
of her prototypical romantic
comedy-type roles and captivates consistently.
This is one of those movies that brings on the waterworks constantly. Shedding
tears should be expected when
watching this movie.
One thing that made this
movie so interesting was that
while it reminded viewers of
the events of Sept. 11, 2001, it
also served as a story of hope
and redemption as a family

affected by the loss of a loved
one in the attack on the World
Trade Center struggles to cope
with the loss.
While Tom Hanks’ role in
the film is brief, it is a very important one. He seems to be
what people would consider
to be the perfect father, which
emotionally invests viewers
even further.
The pain and grieving in this
film is obvious and intense, but
what appears to be very real
pain is translated on the screen
as the emotion is evident.
Told with flashbacks of life
before the tragedy, the viewer
has a very real insight into the
relationship that the family
had, and why coping is all the
more difficult.
You almost forget that you
are watching a movie as the
general feeling is as if you are
drawn into the pain that is being expressed.
A top-notch film with topnotch performances, if there is
one movie that you need to see,
this is that film.

According to communications
major Juanita Reyes, people are
actually lucky get a ticket for a
dance concert because, “They are
always sold out and there’s always
new people that come and dance.”
Dance is important to these
students, and those who are involved couldn’t see themselves
without it.
“Here, it’s really about endurance, about discipline, and about
making sure that you make what
the choreographer gave you look
like a piece of art on stage. That’s
what we try and give to people
a piece of art that they can take
home with them and they can
leave saying, ‘wow, I can’t believe those people could do that’,”
Hughes said.
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Art in the flesh: (front) Ballet instructor Daniel Bernie giving instructions to undeclared major Stephanie Perez, undecided major Adrianna Contreras and undecided major Brianna Masi. Dance classes are held at Fine Arts 55.

Art soon to emerge in ‘Facial Impressionism’
Martin Calderon
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Courtesy of Ambach & Rice Gallery
International art: “McHale’s Navy Scramble” by Eric Yanker will be displayed on the upcoming art gallery. This
2010 art piece is featured in a exhibit in Seattle Washington’s Ambach & Rice gallery.

Courtesy of Buddy Nestor and Hyaena Gallery

Dark art: Artist Buddy Nestor’s art titled “Stacey Ranson” will be featured in the upcoming

“Facial Expression” art gallery. This piece is part of underground art Hyaena Galley in Burbank.

Facial Impressionism “Immanence Envisaged” will kick
off its exhibition with a free,
open invite reception Tuesday.
The Gallery will host visitors
with
complimentary
hord’oeuvres and beverages between the hours of 5 and 8 p.m.
Students and the general
public will have a chance to see
local, national and international
artwork. 			
Created from an array of different mediums, including paint,
ceramic and video performance
art, the work expresses the artist’s take on the relationship
between facial expressions and
emotions.
The group exhibition features
mixed media art work from sixteen established and emerging
artist.
According to Art Gallery
Director James MacDevitt, the
exhibitions theme was partially
inspired from artwork by Cerritos College student Galileo
Gonzalez.
Gonzalez’s work will be
showcased in the “Student Spotlight,” a gallery wall devoted
with art relevant to the theme.
All of the artwork in Facial Expressionism is available
through unpaid temporary loans
with the gallery only having to
cover the cost of shipping from
places as far as France.
MacDevitt states that international art will be featured.
“It is complicated but also
wonderful that students are going to get a chance to see this
work that doesn’t normally show
in this country, let alone this
area.”
He also mentioned, “With
the spring semester kicking into
high gear, it is possible that vis-

Cerritos College Art Gallery is
conveniently located on your
way to class, there is no longer
the need to travel great distances
or spend money to see creative,
high quality artwork.”
Child development major
Sam Berumen said he will make
time in his schedule to visit the
gallery because, “I am really interested in art. I want to see new
ideas and what Cerritos College
has to offer in art.”
“I want to see what the students can provide and what
they’ve done.”
With an exhibit flyer placed
in a visible location on the automobile, parking is free in lot
C-10.
The daily parking fee is available for $2.00.
The free exhibition will run
until March 15, giving students
a great chance to learn about art,
meet with artists and support
fellow Falcons.
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